COLLOQUIA FOR DAM LEADERS:
NEW BOUNDARIES IN MUSEUMS

December 10, 2021
12:00 P.M.-2:00 P.M. EST
RSVP at: https://go.rutgers.edu/zp7o5s8f

AN EXPLORATION OF CONTEMPORARY ISSUES AND THE ROLES OF DIGITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT

Uplift your professional practice and join us for a webinar exploring contemporary issues around museum equity, reparation, and their digital dimensions. We’ll explore and witness incremental shifts moving the museum field forward with bold new approaches to how digital asset and collections management supports these innovations.

First, social justice and DEI museum leader Monica O. Montgomery will discuss museum remedy: processes for engagement and repair, with guidance for equitable strategies in an evolving landscape of return. We then examine case studies of museums as better neighbors, sharing perspectives of three curators, working to boost social awareness around origins of sculptural and sacred items from Native American and African communities. Current exhibitions from the University of Michigan Museum of Art and a project partnership between the Anchorage Museum / Chickaloon Village Tribal Council are vibrant case studies, redefining ethics, intellectual property, and best practices around remedy.
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